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Abstract
The need of minimizing the latency perceived by the user in fetching web objects without necessarily
increasing the bandwidth has attracted several researchers in the recent years. Although web prefetching and
caching is seen as a solution, proposed techniques do not consider the frequency of server idle time in their
models. This paper therefore proposes a short time web prefetching framework based on clustering technique
that can be effective in high traffic with low bandwidth environment where the server idle time is too minimal
to fetch all users anticipated requests. Clusters from different user requests are used to perform an inter domain
clustering that prioritizes the prefetching of web pages based on speed at which requests are received from each
domain and the popularity of each page. Experimental results show an improvement in hit rate and precision
over the classical clustering based prefetching technique when the server idle time is not enough to prefetch all
clusters.
Index Terms: Web Prefetching, clustering, low bandwidth, high traffic.
© 2018 Published by MECS Publisher. Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of the Research
Association of Modern Education and Computer Science.
1. Introduction
The web is a collection of text documents and other resources, linked by hyperlinks and Uniform Resource
Locators (URLs), usually accessed by web browsers, from web servers. The web started from a simple
information sharing system, and has now grown to a rich collection of dynamic and interactive services. The
tremendous growth of web has resulted into high demand for high bandwidth and delay in fetching user request
[7]. Users sometimes experience unpredictable delay while retrieving web pages from the server. Increase in
bandwidth is a possible solution to the problem but it involves increasing economic cost. An alternative
solution is web prefetching and caching.
Web pre-fetching is a mechanism for prefetching web pages into the cache before the actual request
* Corresponding author.
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arrives[11][13]. Web prefetching helps to fetch and cache users request during server idle time, which will
reduce the load on the origin server. Web caching reduces the latency perceived by the user, reduces bandwidth
utilization and reduces the loads on the origin servers [9]. To reduce the access delay experienced by users, it is
wise to predict and prefetch web object based on user access patterns and cache them. Figure 1 shows a
classical web prefetching and caching architecture.

Fig.1. Classical Prefetching Architecture (Adopted from [9])

Studies on web pre-fetching are mostly based on the history of user access patterns. If the history
information shows an access pattern of URL address A is followed by B with a high probability, then B will be
prefetched once A is accessed [5]. Web prefetching exploits the spatial locality of web pages, i.e. pages that are
linked with current page will be accessed with higher probability than other pages [6].
Prefetching techniques can be implemented on the client side, server side or on the proxy server side. The
client side prefetching helps in keeping track of the patterns of a single user across the various web servers. The
server side prefetching helps in keeping track of the patterns of all the users accessing a particular web site. The
proxy side prefetching helps in keeping track of the patterns of a group of users accessing many Web servers.
Prefetching algorithms are classified into content based prefetching and history based prefetching. The
former method analyses the web page contents and predicts the HTML links to be followed by the clients. The
latter method makes prediction based on observed page access behaviour of the user in the past [2] [14]. In a
situation where several users request are processed by the server and the server idle time is not enough to
prefetch all the request, it therefore calls to determine which among the several web pages to be prefetched
should be of high priority in order to optimize the overall performance. This paper therefore proposes an
approach that uses inter domain clustering to prioritize the prefetching in order to optimize the overall
prefetching performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related works, the proposed model is
discussed in section 3, section 4 discusses the performance evaluation and finally, section 5 concludes the work.
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2. Related Works
The web is rich in information which are in the hidden form. Many researchers have applied the data mining
techniques to extract the interesting information from the web[4]. Several works have been carried out in the
recent years in order to improve the performance of web prefetching and caching.
A clustering based prefetching scheme called clustpref was proposed in [9]. Clustpref is a graph based
clustering algorithm that identifies clusters of Web pages based on users’ access patterns. It uses the
preprocessed web log file to create Web navigational graph. Support and confidence value are applied on the
web navigation graph to form several clusters within a domain. Whenever a user request for a web object, the
proxy server is checked for the object, if it is present in the proxy server, it is retrieved and send to the user. If
the web object isn’t present in the cache, it is fetched from the origin server and the entire cluster in which the
object belong is prefetched with the hope that the next request will be a page in that cluster.
A prefetching technique that combine the clustering technique with Support Vector Machine (SVM) was
proposed in [2]. SMV is a supervised learning technique with associated learning algorithm primarily used for
classification or regression. In their approach, web log file contents are preprocessed and trained using the
features namely recency, frequency, retrieval time and size of web object. The preprocessed log file is used to
form WNG. Support and confidence threshold values are applied on the WNG to form several clusters within a
domain. The cache is divided into two which are, short term and long term cache. Whenever the cache is full,
LFU technique is used for page replacement. SVM classifier is used to classify the Web objects as class 0 or
class 1 while moving them from short term cache to long term cache. Hit ratio and byte hit ratio were the
performance metric used. The result showed that increase in confidence and support value leads to increase in
the number of clusters and decrease in the number of web objects in the cluster created.
A framework for reducing web traffic was proposed in [7]. In their approach, the data extracted from the
proxy server is pre-processed and is used to determine the patterns to be prefetched. The pre-processed data is
classified using the SVM algorithm. SVM algorithm takes a set of input data and predicts for each given input,
which of two possible classes (class 0 or class 1) forms the output. They show how prefetching combined with
classification increases the speed of data retrieval and thus reduces web congestion.
[15] proposed an approach to reduce the web access latency through prefetching and caching. In their
approach, the cache is divided into two which are object cluster cache and cluster cache. If the object cluster
cache is full, then LRU replacement policy is used to purge it and store the content into cluster cache if cluster
is classified as needed by the classifier. The classifier uses the recency and frequency of access as the criteria
for the classification. If the cluster cache is full then LRU replacement policy is used to purge the cluster for
replacement. User’s log file are pre-processed and clusters are constructed based on the frequency of access of
web pages which form cluster within a domain. The result was analysed based on hit ratio for a period of one
week, one month, four months and six months. The result showed that as the cache size increases, the hit ratio
also increases.
In [13], a prefetching scheme using clustering technique combined with Support Vector Machine Least
Frequently Used (SVMLFU) algorithm is proposed. Their technique group users based on their access patterns.
The clustering algorithm gets the content of WNG as input. Support and confidence are used to keep track of
frequently visited pages by user. The technique divides the proxy cache into short-term cache and long-term
cache. The Web objects requested for the first time are loaded into short-term cache. LFU algorithm is used in
the short-term cache replacement.
3. Web Prefetching and Caching Technique
The model adopted in this paper is based on clustering technique. Whenever a page is requested by the user,
the proxy cache is searched for the web page. Upon a cache hit, the web page is fetched from the cache. Upon a
cache miss, the web page is fetched from the origin server and is served to the user within a client group and
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the page reference is recorded in the log file. The log files are pre-processed to remove noise. Figure 2 depicts a
sample log file.

Fig.2. Web access Log File

Fig.3. Web Prefetching Architecture
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The preprocessed log files is used to update the web navigation graph. Support and confidence threshold
values are applied on the graph to form several clusters are form in a client group. When the predicted prefetch
time is greater than the server idle time, inter domain clustering performed. Figure 3 shows the architecture of
the proposed model.
3.1. Web Clustering
The technique used in this paper follows the technique defined in [8]. Requests of each client group are used
to define a web navigation graph which is a weighted directed graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸), where each node vi ∈ V
represents a Web page and each edge ei ∈E represents a set of users’ transitions from one Web page to another.
The weight of each edge is proportional to the number of transitions.
For example, assuming a user within a particular client group request for web pages v 1, v2, v3 and v4 in the
following order: v1, v2, v3, v4, v1, v2, v3, v4, v3 the corresponding web navigation graph is as shown in figure 4.
Client Group requests: V1, V2, V3, V4, V1,V2, V3, V4, V3
1
V1

V4

2

1

V2

2

2
V3

Fig.4. Client Navigation and the Corresponding Web Navigation Graph

Support and confidence threshold values are applied on the navigation graph to remove web pages and edges
that have low values. Given two nodes v𝑖 and v𝑗, Support (v𝑖, v𝑗) is the frequency of navigation steps between v𝑖
and v𝑗. The Confidence (v𝑖, v𝑗) is defined as the ratio of the support of v𝑖 and v𝑗 and the popularity of v𝑖, that is
Confidence (v𝑖, v𝑗) =

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑣𝑖,𝑣𝑗)
𝑝𝑜𝑝(𝑣𝑖)

(1)

where 𝑝𝑜𝑝(𝑉𝑖 ) is the popularity of 𝑣𝑖 . The 𝑝𝑜𝑝(𝑉𝑖 ) denotes the number of request made for a particular page or
the number of edges pointing towards a node.
This operation therefore partitions the graph into sub graphs by filtering edges with low support and
confidence values. Each sub graph forms a cluster. Thus, each client group has a set of clusters.
For example, if the support and confidence threshold for figure 4 are 1 and 0.6 respectively, the resulting
clusters for the client group will be as shown in figure 5.
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Client Group requests: V1, V2, V3, V4, V1,V2, V3, V4, V3
1
V1

V1

V4

2

1

2

V2

V2

V3

2

2

2

(a) web navigation in client
group

V3

(b) Clusters formed in
client group

Fig.5. Clustering of Web Object in a Client Group

3.2. Inter Domain Clustering
Prefetching can only be done at CPU idle time and clustering based prefetching predicts users request based
on domains. In a situation where there is high traffic, since the server idle time will not be enough to prefetch
all user clusters, it is wise to prioritize the prefetching based on the number of users that may likely request the
page. This can be achieved by performing an inter domain clustering based on clusters of each domain. High
traffic is determined if the frequency of the estimated server idle time is not enough to prefetch all clusters
arriving at the server thus necessitate the inter domain cluster. This happens if the ratio of the estimated
prefetch time and the server idle time is greater than zero. It should be noted that, if the estimated prefetch time
is less than the server idle time, the clusters are prefetched in the classical way.
Let Pt denotes the estimated prefetch time of the clusters to be prefetched from servers at time t, n denotes the
number of clusters in a domain, k denotes the number of pages in a cluster, Sij denotes the size of pages(j) in a
cluster(i) and B denotes bandwidth. Then, pt can be estimated as follow.
Pt =

𝑘
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 𝑆𝑖𝑗

(2)

𝐵

Equation 2 assumes that the prefetch time depend on the page size and bandwidth only. In a real scenario,
the exact prefetch time may be difficult to evaluate since there are lots of factors to consider including the
location of the requested pages, the server speed, the network strength etc.
For example, assuming a cluster containing three web pages of sizes 5 kilobyte, 10 kilobyte and 15 kilobyte
to be prefetched by high speed system over a network on a bandwidth of 256 kb/s. The estimated prefetch time
will be
Pt =

5+10+15
256

=0.1172 seconds.

When the estimated prefetch time is greater than the idle time, the cluster from each domain will be used to
form prioritized inter domain clusters. The inter domain cluster with the highest priority will be prefetched first
subsequently others will follow based on the frequency of the server idle time. Figure 6 shows prefetching in
high traffic environment architecture where st denote the predicted server idle time and pt the estimated
prefetching time.
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Fig.6. Prefetching in High Traffic Environment Architecture

When Pt > St, the server performs inter domain cluster. It can be observed that as the server idle time
increases, the classical prefetching architecture shown in figure 3 is recovered since inter-domain clustering
will no longer be performed.
Our approach for forming the prioritized clusters is based on the popularity of each page as well as the speed
at which request are received by the proxy server. Recall that the popularity denotes the number of requests
made for a particular page, which can be determined by the number of edges pointing towards a node in a
cluster.
Let Qi denotes the cluster formed from domain i and αi the speed in term of average number of requests per
second recently being received from domain i by the proxy server. It is obvious that the rate at which requests
are received from a domain can influence how quick the page may be requested from that domain. The rate of
requests is therefore used as a weight of the cluster to define a weighted cluster 𝑄𝑖′ = 𝛼𝑖 × 𝑄𝑖 such that, the
weight of each edge in cluster 𝑄𝑖′ is obtained by multiplying its value on cluster 𝑄𝑖 by 𝛼𝑖 . The obtained
popularity can now be used to form the new priority clusters in such a way that pages from all weighted
clusters with same popularity belong to same priority cluster and if a page belongs to more than one cluster
then its priority is the sum of all its popularities from all the weighted clusters in which it appears. The
following algorithm states our proposed technique.
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Algorithm 1: Inter-domain web Clustering Algorithm
Algorithm prefetchCluster(Q[q1,q2,…,qn], serveridletime, bandwidth)
Input: Q[q1,q2…,qn] queue of web clusters to be prefetched. Each cluster qi consists of set of pages pi, the speed 𝛼𝑖 at which requests are
received. Each page pi consist of its size and popularity
Serveridletime: estimated time interval for which the server is idle
Bandwidth: average rate at with pages are prefetched by the server
Output: prefetched web object
priorityQueue[q1,…,qm]: queue of priority clusters to be prefetched
While ! (IsEmpty(Q))
𝑘
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 𝑄𝑖 𝑝𝑗 .𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑒

Prefetchtime ←
𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
If(prefetchtime<=severidletime)
q ← Q.dequeue()
While ! (IsEmpty(q))
While !(serverIsBusy)
foreach p in q
Prefetch (p)
q.remove(p)
else
PriorityQueue = null
Temp= null
While !(IsEmpty(Q))
q←Q.dequeue()
𝛼 ← q.speed
for each p in q
p.priority ← 𝛼 × p.priority
If p IsInArray(temp) Then
temp[indexOf(p)].priority←temp[indexOf(p)].priority +p.priority
else
temp [] ← p
temp.sort(DESC)
curentpriority ← temp[i].prirority
cluster[] = null
curentpriority← temp[i].prirority
for i=0 to temp.length-1 do
if temp[i].prirority==curentpriority
cluster []←temp[i]
else
PriorityQueue[] ← cluster
cluster []= null
cluster [] ←temp[i]
while ! (IsEmpty(PriorityQueue))do
while!(ServerIsBusy) do
q←PriorityQueue.deque()
foreach p in q
Prefetch( p)
q.remove(p)

4. Performance Evaluation
The dataset used for the experiment was obtained from an educational institution squid proxy server. Log
files for four weeks were captured. 70% of all the preprocessed log files were used for the user's access pattern
analysis, creating training dataset. The remaining 30% of the requests were used for testing the proposed
scheme. The proposed model was compared with the prefetching technique of [15]. For the experimental
purpose, the cache size is assumed to be unlimited, the bandwidth size is assumed to be 512kb per second, the
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support and confidence threshold value are assumed to be 1 and 0.5 respectively and the server idle time range
from 0 second to a time frame where the proposed algorithm and that of [15] prefetch same content.
4.1. Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed technique based on the following parameters:
Hit Rate: The hit rate (HR) is the ratio of the number of requests that hit in the cache over the total number
of requests.
Byte Rate: Byte Rate (BR) is the ratio of the number of bytes that hit in the proxy cache over the total
number of bytes request sent to its clients.
Precision: It is the ratio of the number of correct predictions over the total number predictions. The metric
represents the fraction of predicted pages that are actually used.
Usefulness of prediction: It defines the percentage of requested pages that were previously prefetched.

Fig.7. Hit Rate Comparison

Fig.8. Usefulness of Prediction Comparison
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Fig.9. Byte Rate Comparison

Fig.11. Precision Comparison

From figure 7 to figure 10, it can be observed that, whenever the server idle time is 0, all parameters used for
evaluation are also evaluated to 0 since prefetching is only performed if the server is idle. Thus no page is
prefetched when the server idle time is 0.
From cache hit rate comparison in figure 7, it can be observed that as the server idle time is increasing, the
proposed technique outperforms the approach defined in [15] at a constant rate up to about 30s when the two
schemes converge to a maximum value of about 70% when the server idle time is 70s. This value represents the
maximum hit ratio for the clustering based prefetching as defined in these two schemes. Similar behaviour is
observed for byte rate, precision and usefulness of prediction. It should be noted that as the server idle time
becomes large, the two algorithms have the same performance for all the parameters used for the evaluation.
This is expected because the two algorithms behave the same since inter domain clustering is no longer
performed.
It is important to note the extra complexity added in performing the inter-domain clustering of O(|K| .|U|) in
the worst case where |K| is the number of client groups and |V| the number of edges of the cluster having the
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highest number of nodes. It was shown in [9] that the time complexity of web based clustering is affected by
the Breath First Search (BFS) complexity which is O(|U| + |V|) where |U| is the number of nodes and |V| the
number of edges in the graph. They showed that in the worst case BFS would be repeated K|U| times, where K
is the number of client groups. This shows that the cost of performing the web clustering is higher over the
cost of performing inter-domain clustering. Thus, our proposed enhancement does not affect the overall
efficiency of the clustering based prefetching algorithm.
5. Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach of short time prefetching in high traffic thereby enabling prefetching at
the minimum server idle time. Clusters from several domains are used to form prioritized inter domain clusters
and pages are prefetched based on their priority level. The results obtained showed that the proposed algorithm
performs better than the classical clustering based prefetching described in [14] whenever the traffic is high and
the bandwidth is limited. Future work will look into how to incorporate other parameters that affect the speed
of fetching a web page including the processor speed, the file location etc. in our model and compare its
performance with several prefetching techniques.
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